
Reminders, Methodology, & Tips

Posters:  In the “real work world” poster design and production follows two methods. 
The most common is graphic design that is done on computer. It is then mass produced 
by a printing company.  A early pre-production rough mock-up may be done cut and 
pasted together to get a broad physical sense of the components,  All other stages are 
digital with final production print.
                 Professional artists may create collages and multimedia works for museum 
and corporate display. This works may be reproduced for wider sale distribution as 
digital displays or prints .
                 Traditional class poster projects are useful for some hands-on kinetic 
learners. They will still need to produce components using a colour printer. Beside 
AIDA and poster codes and conventions they need to be instructed in graphic lettering 
sizing and design.
                  Posters are an effective medium in the “real work world” to : 

• advertise an event( entertainment-sporting, public service, social action)
• inform or warn ( public or work safety)
• provide instructional guideline or information
• advertise a business, product / service ( in mall or store)

             
                  Posters are no longer an effective medium in the “real work world” for 
presenting information to groups or in meetings. The slide-show or a screen 
presentation are more effective means of conveying information to a group.

Bogs:       Blogs are used both by professional and amateur writers. They may be used: 
to express opinions,  to inform/instruct, as forms of journalism or documentary, present 
on-going reports special social/art projects.
                  Blogs follow a 3 to 5 paragraph structure, though some may be considerably 
longer or just short mini-blogs. The paragraph length  and structure is the same as any 
typical 5 paragraph  opinion piece or news article. Being digital text, they can include 
hyper-text links, tags, files for downloads, animated and still graphics and images, 
archived documents and pages, and comment pages that allow the reader to give direct  
feedback that immediately appears on the blog page. 
                 Blogs that are effective and have a following feature regular  posting: daily, 
weekly, or monthly. A number of blogs have been published into books, such as the 
Julie/Julia Project  became a book and then was used as a basis for the movie  Julie & Julia 
(2009) . 

Tweets: Because blogs require a level of writing skills and commitment many 
younger people have become discouraged from maintaining blogs. Tweets are 
messages posted Twitter, a free social networking and micro-blogging, have 
become more popular. The 140-character limit on message length was initially 
set for compatibility with SMS messaging, and has encouraged the use of the 
shorthand notation and slang commonly used in SMS messages.

The 140-character limit is not unlike the limits placed on the report comments we 
use. We have been using professional tweets for years ! This limit also lends itself 
to the following types of writing: short anecdotes, haiku, limericks, précis, and 
short test/exam  questions & answers. 

PDF: To convert a document in Open Office into PDF after it is completed and 
saved just click the PDF icon on the top tool bar. If you have photographs/images 
it is best to use the file menu and select export to PDF. It gives control over 
setting. The tabloid landscape layout with columns works best, especially if you 
want to create a visual display that resembles a magazine or book. See the 
provided templates and examples.

Photographs and Images: Most students really don't understand file size, 
resolution, and print size. They will frequently insert an image into a document 
and stretch or shrink it to fit the work screen of whatever program they use. As a 
consequence the finished product contains images that are either distorted, 
pixelated, or contain so much information that they break the program's memory 
cache.
“The appearance of individual pixels or pixel blocks in a bit-mapped image. For  
example, when an image is displayed or printed too large, the individual, square  
pixels are discernible to the naked eye, especially around the edges where one colour  
or shade of grey
meets another.”

 

The image on the left has its 
appropriate size and shape.  On 
the right is the image  re-sized 
in the document rather than 
correcting size and resolution 
using software like PSE7. This 
resulted in a skewed or 
distorted image.

http://blogs.salon.com/0001399/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1135503/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt1135503/


The image's print size is actually 2.5 x 1 inches and resolution of 71. If it is enlarged within the 
document the result looks like this:

Click for more about Image size

Helping students avoiding  problems with graphics and images.

          When students search for images to use in a media document they should follow 
one of  these methods:

A] Save images to a project folder specifically for the assignment. Each image should 
then be opened in PSE. Click Image drop down menu in the top tool bar and select re-
size then image size. They can see what the image's actual print size (  cm/in ) and 
resolution in pixels.  They can then adjust image for the document they are going to 
insert it into.

B] This approach works best if they only need one or two images. Select the image and 
copy. Do not paste into document. In PSE open New Image from clipboard. Follow 
the steps in A] to check size. Save image to  project folder.

“But teacher it won't let me save or copy the image”. 
“Well, find another image.”

.......... If they (or you) desperately want that image on the screen then..........

Push print screen button  top right on key board. This saves the whatever is on the 
screen to your clipboard.  Now in PSE open New Image from clipboard. Follow the 
steps in A] to check size.  Save image to  project folder.

More information is available at (Mr. & Mrs. Kanski's)  Art & Media website: 
http://artmedia.homestead.com/index.html

http://artmedia.homestead.com/index.html
http://help.adobe.com/en_US/PhotoshopElements/7.0_Win/WSae2ea3b149d0c3591ae939f103860b3d59-7ee8.html#WSae2ea3b149d0c3591ae939f103860b3d59-7ee4

